Physical and genetical analysis of bacteriophage T4 generalized transduction.
This report describes a comparison of the efficiency of transduction of genes in E. coli by the generalized transducing bacteriophages T4GT7 and P1CM. Both phages are capable of transducing many genetic markers in E. coli although the frequency of transduction for particular genes varies over a wide range. The frequency of transduction for most genes depends on which transducing phage is used as well as on the donor and recipient bacterial strains. Analysis of T4GT7 phage lysates by cesium chloride density gradient centrifugation shows that transducing phage particles contain primarily bacterial DNA and carry little, if any, phage DNA. In this regard transducing phages P1CM and T4GT7 are similar; both phages package either bacterial or phage DNA but not both DNAs into the same particle.